
Strange the World

JL

Strange, they know the name worldwide
Justifies expectations are high

Hardest art alive, won't adjust our fight
Must archive the ride, didn't rush our drive

Choppers for protection though we trust our God
If they knock in your section you goin' bust or hide

Family tied, no plan B, no damn we tried
Who can deny me?

Can't see from the Brandy Rye
Livin' the fantasy managing to stay alive
In a time when good artists are vanishing
Everyone rapping, nobody's a fan to sing

You gotta have the money to escalate a team
Recall a time when I'd call everyone on my phone, wasn't anyone answering

Blowing up, trippin 'cause now I can't stand anything
I want the recognition Imma let it ring

I light cigars like I handle, say what I don't mean when I begin examining
I have arrived and that's why they've been panicking

And I am a prodigy, oddity and a king
This what you was missin'

This is change, nigga
This the definition, do it big, keep it strange

I'ma strange everything, everyone
Strange every daughter, every son
Strange mainstream, here we come

Strange OG's, strange young
Strange London, Hong Kong

How strange it came to strange all
Strange fuse every boy, every girl

Strange you, Strange Music
Strange the worldMy passion is contagious, strangin' places

I'm dangerous with this language
Was anxious, but filled the pages

Mastered impatience, I'm crashin' locations
Till ain't no maskin' this face, I'm famous

Cash is stashed in the castle in back of Da Vinci paintings
The batch that I'm packaging up is crack

The Scatter Brain's name is synonymous with nuisance
Denying this shit's useless

All they can say is he ruthless
Jay aka Swanky Lucas
Cookin' this newness
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Chef in the kitchen whippin' with a looseness
Bet they low key be trippin' how I do this

You wanna see the reason, keys and blueprints
Givin' my two cents

If you do pay attention to a new prince
Different opinion, difference, and views

You never listen when I'm giving you hints
Look at what you miss

I leave the people in the flash clueless
Waitin' on me to tell 'em what the move is

So let no evil in, nor reduce us
This what you would classify insane

This the definition, do it big, keep it strange
I'ma strange everything, everyone
Strange every daughter, every son
Strange mainstream, here we come

Strange OG's, strange young
Strange London, Hong Kong

How strange it came to strange all
Strange fuse every boy, every girl

Strange you, Strange Music
Strange the world
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